NATIONAL JUDICIAL ACADEMY
April 04-10-2015: National Orientation Programme for Newly Appointed Civil Judges (Junior
Division) (P-918)
Name of Programme Coordinator: Dr. Amit Mehrotra
No of Participants: 55
No of Evaluation Forms: 53

I.
PROPOSITIONS

To a great
extent

OVERALL
To some
extent

a. The objective of the Program 90.56
was clear to me

9.433

b. The subject matter of the 92.45
program is useful and relevant
to my work

7.547

c. Overall, I got benefited from 96.22
attending this program
d. I will use the new learning, 90.56
skills, ideas and knowledge in
my work
e. Adequate time and opportunity 79.24
was provided to participants to
share experiences

3.77

Not at all

Remarks
3.Out standing
4.Out standing
41. Wonderful object & much needed
step.
3.Excellent
4.Excellent
43. Group discussion of participant
judges.
3.Very good
4.True

9.43

3.Very good
4.For sure

20.75

4.Yes indeed
43. Separate session should be
allocated.

II. KNOWLEDGE
PROPOSITIONS
81.13

18.863

74.50

25.49

1. Topic like stress management &
Relationship Management , not only
use for my use work, if would be useful
for us, to maintain our relationship with
family, friend & in work environment .
2.Very useful
4.True
41. Opened multiple areas for me to
explore more on the field.
43.Legal aspects including foremen
session more session should be
allocated
4.True

d. related to Constitutional vision 63.26
of justice

36.73

4.True

e. related to international legal 58.13
norms

41.86

4.True

a. useful to my work

b. comprehensive (relevant case 74
laws, national laws, leading text
/ articles / comments by jurists)

c. up to date

III

26

STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM

PROPOSITIONS
a. The structure and sequence of 77.35
the program was logical

22.64

4.Out standing
43. A single day break in between

1

could be provided.
2.It was quite interactive.
4.Out standing
43.Group discussion session should be
conducted

73.80

23.80

2.38

56.603

37.73

5.66

Interactive sessions

81.132

18.86

4.Out standing

Simulation Exercises

64.705

35.29

4.Out standing

Audio Visual Aids

92.45

7.54

1.It was so emotional to some expect, it
made me to cry
4.Out standing

b. The program was an adequate
combination of the following
methodologies viz.
Group discussions
Case studies

4.Out standing

IV. INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS
PROPOSITIONS
a. Discussions
in
individual 80.76
sessions
were
effectively
organized
b. The
session
theme
was 86.53
adequately addressed by the
Resource Persons

19.23

4. Excellent

13.46

4. Very Nice

V. PROGRAM MATERIALS
PROPOSITIONS
a. The Program material is useful 94.33
and relevant
79.24
b. The content was updated. It
reflected recent case
laws/current thinking/ research/
policy in the discussed area
81.63
c. The content was organized and
easy to follow

5.66

4.True indeed

20.75

4.Nice

18.36

4.Very Good

VI. RESOURCE PERSONS
Name of the Resource Persons
1.

Mr. Justice Dharnidhar Jha

2. Mr.Justice Alok Singh
3. Mr.Justice D.K.Upadhyay

To a great
extent

To some
extent

Not at all

77.35

20.754

1.88

77.35

20.75

1.88

79.24

18.86

1.88

94.33

5.66

55.10

40.81

50.98

49.01

49.01

50.98

4. Dr.Amit Mehrotra

5. Mr. C.M.Joshi

6. Prof.(Dr.) Vijay
Vancheswar
7. Prof.Jaishri Jethwaney

4.08

3.Out Standing
4.Out Standing
3.Out Standing
4.Out Standing
3.Out Standing
4.Out Standing
1.Hats off u Sir
3.Out Standing
4.Out Standing
10.Best
3.Excelent
4.Out Standing
47.Lack of presentation skill
3.Excelent
4.Excelent
3.Excelent
4.Excelent

2

56.25

41.66

2.08

73.07

26.92

62.26

35.84

1.88

58

38

4

71.69

28.30

53.84

46.15

69.81

20.75

9.43

64

28

8

50

48

2

48

50

2

8. Prof.(Dr.) Pawan Kumar
Singh
9. Dr.Amitabh Deo Kodwani
10. Prof.Sushanta Kumar
Mishra
11. Mr.Promod Goyal
12. Prof.(Dr.) S.L.Vaya
13. Dr.Manju Mehta

14. Mr.Sampath Iyengar

15. Mr.Parag Gadhia
16. Mr.R.S.Thakur
17. Mr.S.V.Sheshadri

Overall, Resource Persons had 87.87
expertise relevant to the sessions in
which they participated

12.12

3.Excelent
4.Excelent
48.Vernacular language unable to
understand
3.Excelent
4.Excelent
3.Excelent
4.Excelent
3.Excelent
4.very nice
47.Lack of presentation skill
3.Excelent
4.very nice
3.Excelent
4.very nice
1 .He provides positive energy and
gives new idea about life.
3.Excelent
4.very nice
10.Best
43. Dragging
3.Excelent
4.very nice
43.Poor
3.Excelent
4.very nice
3.Excelent
4.Beautiful
3.Excelent
4.Very nice, useful informative session
46.Except the session on stress
management, I found all sessions quite
useful and enlightening
47. .Excelent

VII. HOSPITALITY
PROPOSITIONS
a. Arrangements for my reception 90.38
and transport to and from
railway station/ airport
b. Services at the reception counter 86.53

9.61

4. Outstanding

13.46

c. Hygiene and facilities in the 84.61
room
82.69
d. Quality of food

15.38

4. Outstanding
43.Room service was very slow to
respond ac not working intercom not
working D-405
4. Outstanding

88.46

11.538

4. Outstanding
34.Cleaning of row material of food
items healthy
4. Outstanding

Assistance from travel desk for 82.35
changes in travel reservations

17.647

4. Outstanding

e. Arrangements in dining halls
f.

17.30

VIII. GENERAL
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a. Three most important learning 2. Management of every area of life anger, stress management, memory
achievements
of
this enhancement
Programme
3.Stress management ,wake up early in the morning, be happy
4. Stress management
6. Inter personal skills.
7. Stress management, Office Management.
8. Achieved Confidence, be hopeful, Changed behavior.
10. Stress management, Managerial skills for court management.
11. Keep smiling if you smile the world smiles, keep life simple and be like a
kid.
12. Learnt about law and society.
13. Change of perception understanding human behavior knowing judge from
other states.
17. Changed motivation, management of human resources, harnessing of own
ability.
19. Overall personality development, information session & effective learning,
in chances the good in one self.
20. Focus on personality aspect it motivated a lot.
21.Learnt how to motivate myself is work place
22. Memory enhancing, how to justice, how to behave.
23. Be happy, learn yourself & other, it improved my confidence.
24. I have learnt judicial ethics judgment writing etc its more important.
25. Building of relation, interaction with fellow judges, Co Operation & Coordination.
27.At was good
28. Be happy with yourself this is how you can make others happy.
29. Relase from stress understand the concepts clearly.
31. Change of perception, leave yourself ego, be more careful while taken
decision.
32.Be easy
33.Role of judges in administration justice, relationship management, stress
management
34.All the best
35. Unity, Integrity, Discipline.
36. New friends would expect of learning.
37. Innovative and the best.
38. To learn about self change in perception confidence in self.
39. I will say thanks to other understand others.
40. Positiveness motivated & learn skills about stress management &
relationship management.
41. Perception to life is changed, new avenues are brought fourth.
42.I learnt the legal system through the state, I understand how to discharge
my duties easily, I learnt to discharge duties effectively.
43. Constitutional Vision of justice management aspects, Forensic
Psychology.
45.Free from stress, learn to say no when you to say, keep hope
46. Interpersonal skills and effective communication, insights on time
management skills, useful legal insights.
47. Accept & Apologies, Be positive, do something for people instruction.
49. Stress management, memory enhancement, court management.
50. Stress management, judgment writing, relationship management.
51. Judgement writing, Stress management & Wild life protection Act.
52. Positivness about all the thing of live & Job.
53. Lectures by. Dr.Amitabh and by Prof.Sushanta Kumar Mishra.
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b. Which part of the Programme 2.Management
did you find most useful and 3.memory programme
why
4.Memory Session
5.The Forensic Psychology in Crime Investigation was the best
6. Stress management, strengthening memory
7. Every Programme.
8. Stress management, Relationship management it encouraged a lot.
9. More useful stress management, mental health
10.Session by Mr. Sampath Iyenger
11. Stress management, Inter personal relationship.
13. Management sessions.
16. Sessions on Stress management & increasing memory power.
17. Managerial skill & interpersonal relationship etc.
19. Interactive part.
20. Stress & relation Management.
21. Activity session & memory skills.
22.Relationship management, how to built relation, how to behave him
23. Overall programme is useful for day to day court working & living life.
24. Managing human resource and my self & other.
25. Time management by Sushanta Kumar Mishra
27. Personal interaction and managing stress.
28. Regarding the inter personal relationship & knowing ourself.
29 Stress management
30. Stress management, relationship management.
31. Cases on legal topics and some part of management excluding stress
management & relationship management.
32.Learning
33. Role of judges in administration justice, It has brought great insight in the
participants.
34.All the Best
35. Moral boosting, memory retention.
37. Management thoughts.
38. Classes related of personality.
39. Mr. Sampat Iyanger it will bring change in my life.
40.Stress management, relationship management
41. Centrinc to self where by an attempt to change whole scene & the
participation.
42. Stress management because the stress plays a great role in decision
making.
43. Lecture of Forensic scream.
44. Stress management useful after having 7 years in service.
45.all
46. Time management, psychology aspects, Experience sharing.
47. Write to judgment and uploading system of computer.
49. Stress management because it is required for all the judges.
50. Stress management by shri Sampath Iyengar sir he deliver lecture nicely
and told many things.
52. Stress & Control time management.
53.one by Mr Sushanta kumar mishra
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c. Which part of the Programme 3.nothing
did you find least useful and 4.nothing
why
5. All were satisfactory.
7. No One
8. Communication skills doesn’t seem interesting.
9.more use discussion
10. All were very useful.
11. Introduction and Setting the Context, could have been made more
enjoyable by using technological assistance.
13. Memory enhancement programme.
14. The way of organizing the things.
15. Judges session.
17.memory enhancement
20.Wild life protection act
21. Wild life act because at present I am not handle these cases.
22.Stress management Too much laws given
24. All sessions were very useful.
25. Stress management by Mr. Sampath Iyenger.
27. Every thing was useful.
29 Stress management
31.Stress management
32.Reasoning
35. Wildlife Act, as whatever was started was very plain as reading a bare act
minus the two case laws.
38. Memory power.
39. Stress having memory less time provided.
42. Managing class.
43. Least memory enhancement.
46. Stress management session was not done justice to, the topic being so
relevant, was dealt with in cavalier fashion.
52. Self-discipline manners.
53.on by Mr. Sampath
d. Kindly make any suggestions 2. Time that should be update like as 10:00am to 4:00pm.
you may have on how NJA may 3. Nothing because every things are outstanding.
serve you better and make its 4. Please give us some free time so that we can visit Bhopal especially when
programmes more effective
some places are good to visit during day time.
5. There has to be a break during the week long session. Otherwise it became
very exhausting, you can’t expect people to take in so much in to w/o giving
them to delay.
6. One day off for recreation.
8. More group discussion practical related issues.
10. Should provide some good judgments delivered by the district level
judges.
11. Do call the participants from all foreign.
14. Over all fantastic.
15. Improving memory.
16. We should be called every year to NJA for such programme, duration of
programme should be increased.
17.Fine
20. Training should be on regular interval.
21. One off day may be for sightseeing.
22. To arrange the dining of veg. & non veg. separately.
23. Such types of programmes should be arranged every year.
24. NJA has already serve better and the programme is very effective for me
as well as other judicial officers.
25. Inclusion of culture activities on daily basis, invite some renounced
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personalities from legal field.
27. It was well organized.
28. Programme may be made of 10 days.
31. Better live management.
32. A well learn judicial officers from subordinate court may request to take
classes.
33. To make the participation of participants more in every activity.
34. Already Serving.
35. The class sessions may be shortened by 30. Minute. .
36. We didn’t get any chance for any cultural events get together etc.
37. Legal discussions and analysis must have been done on subject of law.
38. Academy to arrange at least once in a two year refresher course for us.
39. Arrange such conference in a year.
43. More such sensitization should be conducted every year. Thank you sir.
46. Programme structure was good, effective and overall experience was very
positive.
47. Please give a rest day because we are coming from varies state so go to
varies place of the MP state and make arrangement of cultural programme.
48. We need more interactive session, I really happy to participate in the
programme now got friend in all over india. More time need for group
discussion.
49. Please give us the opportunity to be here and learn from you again.
50. Such programme should be arranged once in a year for every judicial
officers.
52. No words I am speech less sir.
53.Atleast one day off
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